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EPF-IAUSANNE, IABORATOIRE DE RESEAUX D'ENERGIE ELECTRIQUE
(IRE)

Electrlciens, projets de diplome Printemps 1990

Effets des champs eIectriques et magnetiques
engendres par les reseaux de transport

de l'energie eIectrique

Introduction

Les reseaux de transport et distribution d'energie electrique generent des
champs electriques et magnetiques dans leur environnement. Le ca1cul et la
mesure de ces champs sont relativement bien maitrises dans des configurations
standard de laboratoire. Par contre, il n'en est pas de meme in situ et on ne
dispose pas d'une statistique de longue duree, ce dernier aspect etant
indispensable a la connaissance des consequences que ces champs pourraient
avoir sur la sante des personnes.

Afin de pouvoir determiner si les champs electrique et magnetique dans un
endroit donne ne depassent pas des limites admises par des recommandations
nationales ou internationales, il est indispensable de pouvoir disposer d'une
plate-forme de mesure mobile permettant des mesures ponctuelles ou sur une
periode de temps determinee.

Objectifdu travail

Concevoir et realiser une installation de mesure de champs electrique et
magnetique a basse frequence comportant des capteurs avec transmissions vers
les recepteurs respectifs.

Le systeme devra satisfaire aux specifications suivantes :
- gamme de frequence : 10 Hz a1 kHz;
- mesure separee ou simultanee des trois composantes spatiales du champ
electrique et magnetique ;
- dans le cas de la mesure simultanee, possibilite de determiner Ie module du
champ a partir des 3 composantes ;
- sensibilite minimum 1 Vim et maximum 100 kV/m ;
- erreur de mesure max. 5% ;
- les dimensions des capteurs devront etre reduites au nunlmum afin de
deformer Ie moins possible Ie champ a proximite des objets sous test (par
exemple : tete d'un manequin humain) ;
- un systeme d'alimentation de l'electronique de mesure integre ou a distance;
- transmission capteur-recepteur par fibre optique ou par onde HF;
- recepteur devant permettre l'affichage des valeurs mesurees, la visualisation
des signaux captes et avoir un acces pour stockage.
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All the text and the figures are written and drawn by the author.
All simularities to other reports or documents are just
coincidental, except for the following figures which are taken
from:

Figure 11.1: Les effets des champs electromagnetiques dans Ie
voisinage des lignes et postes a hautes tensions. (Y. RoIlier)

Figure II.4: Biologische Wirkung elektromagnetischer 50-Hz
Felder auf den Menschen. (Hans-Jtirgen Haubrich)

Figure U.5: Alonso en Finn deel I

Figure II.7 and H.8: Effets perturbateurs des champs
electromagnetiques a basse et moyennes frequences. (M. Ianoz)

Appendix 8: Accuracy of a spherical sensor for the measurement
of threedimensional electric fields. (W. R. Pfaff)



This report in front of you is written as a result of a diploma work.

The main point handled in this report is the development and
realization of an electric fieldmeter for low frequency electric fields.

It starts with a general introduction about electromagnetic fields.

From there on the main project is described. This is all done in a

blockdiagram style, and more detailed descriptions about the

electronics used can be found in the construction drawings which
are filed with:

Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne

Departement d'Electricite

Laboratoire de Reseaux d'Energie Electrique
1015 Lausanne

Switzerland

Furthermore

developments
suggestions

are proposed.

for future improvements and

The fieldmeter is finished, but measurements of real electric fields

on the site are not made. Only a few measurements in a cage with a
well defined electric field are made. This gives a satisfying result.

We can measure fields between 50 Vim to 120 kV/m easily, and

we hope that we can go down with the sernsitivity with a lock in

amplifier. This has to be verified. Actually the system does not

permit to visualize the measured signals, due to noise.



Ce rapport est Ie resultat ecrit d'un travail de diplome. Son sujet
principal est la description du developpement et de la realisation
d'un systeme de mesure pour des champs electriques a basse
frequence.

Le rapport est constitue d'une introduction generale aux champs
electromagnetiques, suivie d'une description du projet lui-meme. Le
tout est illustre de diagrammes et de schemas. Des informations
plus detaillees concernant l'electronique utili see, peuvent etre
trouvees sur les plans de construction disponibles a l'adresse
suivante:

Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
Departement d'Electricite
Laboratoire de Reseaux d'Energie Electrique

1015 Lausanne
Suisse

Des possibilites de developpements et d' ameliorations futurs sont
suggerees.

Le systeme de mesure est operationnel mais aucune mesure de
champ sur Ie terrain n'a ete realisee. Quelques mesures faites dans
une cellule de calibration avec un champ bien defini, ont permi de
tester Ie systeme de mesure; les resultats obtenus sont satisfaisants.
On peut facilement· mesurer des champs compris entre 50 V1m et

120 kV1m, et on espere pouvoir abaisser la sensibilite au moyen
d'un amplificateur "lock in" (a verifier). Actuellement, il n'est pas
possible de visualiser les signaux mesures, a cause du bruit.
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The transmission and distribution networks of electrical energy
generate electromagnetic fields in their direct environment. Though
the calculations and measurements of these fields are well defined
in laboratory conditions, it turns out to be different in the open
fields near powerlines. The difficulty in these circumstances is the
impossibility to calculate the exact values of these fields, in
particular the electric field.

Therefore, if you want to be sure that the electric fields are not
exceeding a certain maximum value, for example the one that IS

suggested in national or international recommendations, it is
unavoidable to measure these values correctly at a certain point or
as a function of time. The necessity of this kind of measurements is
clear, in view of the fact that since several years there has been an
increasing interest in the influence of electromagnetic fields, in

particular in the influence on the human body.

Each year, the distribution networks with their transformer
stations and aerial lines are using higher voltages and currents in
order to transport their energy. For this reason, one is interested in
the changes of the electromagnetic fields as a result of an increase
of both the tension and current. The first possibility you have here,

is to make calculations. But, as already mentioned above, this may
cause certain difficulties. So the solution is quite simple: just
measure the electric and magnetic field, and see what is happening.

There is only one big problem: how to measure this kind of fields
accurately?
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At present, there are a lot of instruments available to measure

these fields, from low to high frequency, from sensitive to robust,

from a simple direction to isotrope. The only difficulty was, that an

instrument for especially the electric field of 50 Hz, with a good

sensitivity and isotrope measurement principle, did not exist. At

least not in the way we wanted to, so we started with the

development and construction of such an electric fieldmeter, based

on a former design by IPL.
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11, 1 General informat.iQn

As its name already indicates, an electromagnetic field consists of
two components:

1. an electric field
2. a magnetic field

These two components are directly connected to each other by the
equations of Maxwell..

The fields we want to measure are in the area of the low frequency
fields. One may also speak of Extra Low Frequency ( ELF).
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Figure 11.1: Overview of frequency range
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Both the frequency and the wavelength are related to the speed of
light by:

c = A' f

where:

c = speed of light ( mls )
A = wavelength ( m )

f = frequency ( Hz = lis)

As mentioned above, the connection of the two fields is given by
the equations of Maxwell. These equations are only valid for
distances of at least multiple times the wavelength away from the
emitting antenna, due to the simplifications of the model, so that

the results can be calculated by a numerical machine.

In our case, so in the ELF environment, the connection between the
two fields can not be given in a calculable form. For this reason, the

two fields must be measured separately.

An electrical field is produced by a conductor under voltage, or
around an object with a certain electrical charge.

Figure II.2: Electric field surrounding a positive charge
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A magnetic field is generally produced by a conductor which IS

conducting a current, or statically by a simple magnet.

Figure 11.3: Magnetic field surrounding a current

The planet Earth itself has also a static magnetic field, to the
amount of 40 JlT in our environment.

lonoaphar. ·.·.:0:.,.:.:.·.0 ..

Eleklr. Feld

'. " ..

Figure I1.4: The natural electric and magnetic field on Earth
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This field also gives a dynamical value, because there are always
charged particles which are influencing the static field and
therefore creating a dynamic field.

t'Og~ e-ner!,:le. _-~

on~("."!;"'t"r polOlr

Figure 11.5: Influence of charged particles on the Earth magnetic field

From now on I shall only talk about the electric fields, because that
is the subject of my diploma work.

11.2 The electric field

Each conductor or object under tension is functioning as an antenna
for electric fields. It makes no difference if there is a current
flowing yes or no. In air these fields go around without any
obstruction, and are measurable from several meters to many
kilometers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11.6: Electric field surrounding a conductor under tension, without

inDuence of the environment

a) positive tension

b) negative tension

In a non-disturbed environment the electric field decreases with

llr with the distance.

The geometry of the electrical field is strpngly influenced by all
sorts of objects, and these objects may enormously deform the

electric field in their direct environment.
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Figure 11.7: Influence of the human body on a homogeneous electric field
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Figure II.8: Influence of an object on the electric field

a) undisturbed electric field

b) field with a grounded object

c) filed with an isolated object

It is relatively easy to protect objects against the low frequency
electric field. Often a metal plate of several 11m thickness is already

sufficient. Also other materials like wood and concrete provide

some kind of protection.

After this short introduction about electric fields I shall succeed

with the actual work of this diploma project.
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In the initial stage of the project LRE and I made it our object to
realize the following items for my diploma work, but after a while
we had to change our goals because of several changes in the
electronics and also due to the fact that there were some serious
delays in the mechanical construction of our sensor. and that the
delays for the delivery of certain elements were to large.

The changes are given at the end of this chapter.

The realization and construction of an installation which is capable
to measure both the electric and magnetic field at low frequencies
and the transmission of the signals from the sensors to their
receivers.

The systems must meet the following requirements:

* Frequency range: 10Hz to 1 kHz;
* Separate or simultaneous measurement of the three spatial

components of the electric and magnetic fields;
* In the case of simultaneous measurements. the possibility

to read directly the True Root Mean Square ( TRMS ) value;
* Minimum sensitivity 1 VIm and maximum 100 kV/m;
* Measurement error maximum 5%;

10



* The dimensions of the sensors must be as small as possible
in order to deform the fields as little as possible in the
surroundings of objects under test, for example the head of
a human mannequin;

* A supplying system at distance or an integrated one;
* Transmission from the signals of the sensor to the receiver

by means of fiber optics or by high frequency signals;
* The receiver must have the possibility to connect

instruments for the visualization of the signals and the
storage of the signals for a computer.

Working stages.

- Reading literature about the solving of the problems plus
calculations and measurements of the electric and
magnetic fields;

- To make a choice between the measurement separately or
simultaneously of the three axis;
To realize the sensors for the electric and magnetic field
obeying the descriptions above;

- To calibrate the measurement system, eventually with the
help of calibration cells for the electric and magnetic field;

- To do measurement-test in the open field and in villages;
To write a report in English with a summary of the main
results in French, according to the norms of LRE.

I I



IIL2 Chan2es made meanwhile

The following points have been changed In the period after March
1990. for the following reasons.

* First of all in April the work was limited to the electric
field. because the measurements of both the components of
the field would take too much time and also because it IS

already possible to obtain an instrument for magnetic fields
on the market;

* Frequency range is reduced due to a change in the hybrid
circuits we used. In the beginning we had drawings of
another hybrid. and with this one it should be possible to
measure at least frequencies of 1 kHz.
Our revised version permits us to go up to approximately
200 Hz. For the electric field this will be more or less
sufficient, because there do not exist many harmonics;

* Unfortunately, a sensitivity of 1 Vim is also not possible,
due to the same change in the hybrid circuit and due to the
size of the sensor. A bigger sensor would induce a bigger
current, so smaller fields could be measured. The actual
value is now approximately 40 V1m effective value and the
maximum field we are able to measure is about 90 kV1m
effective value;

* The dimension of the sensor is 5 em in diameter. Much
smaller is not possible due to the size of the electronics
inside;

* We have chosen a supply system at distance: the
electronics are supplied by a laser and a optical to electrical
power converter ( photo array ) inside the sensor;

* The signals are transmitted by fiberoptics because of the
fact that high frequency signals would consume too much
power, and power consumption must be as low as possible;

12



* The outputs of the receiver are at this moment 3 analog
signals which can be connected to a digital oscilloscope,
which permits the storage and digitalisation of the signals
and is connected to a computer, in order to treat and
compare the measurements afterwards.

I have chosen the simultaneous measurement of the three
components.

13



The spherical sensor we used for measuring the electric field, is in
principle a capacitive sensor. What happens is that a current is
induced between the two plates of the capacitor by the electric
field.

The calculations and the statements are given in appendix I.

The final results are:

-~y

Figure IV.l: Schematic presentation for the calculation of the induced

current

Q

d'S =21ty ds

y = r sin <j)
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With this we can find the following equation for the induced

current on the surface of the sensor:

I
3 _r;:; 1\

=4 --V 2 0>1tr2 £0 E cos ( o>t + 0 )

As one can see, the induced current IS linear with the applied
electric field, the frequency of the field and of course the

dimensions of the sensor.
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For the design of my spherical electric field sensor I used the
information I found in the literature, and the practical knowledge
provided by JPL. In this institute they have already constructed a
fieldsensor for a one-dimensional electric field. Because after a lot
of literature investigation and comparisons between several
measuring and signal transmission systems, I came to the
conclusion that the system of JPL could be used in our design. That
was the most important reason why we were working together
with them. For the shape of our sensor we used the information
based on an article of Mr. Feser from the University of Stuttgart.
For the shape see Appendix 8.

I have chosen for this kind of shape for the sensor, because of the
fact that this sensor had several advantages. First of all the sensor
is spherical, so that calculations of induced currents can be made,
because the deformation of the field for such an object is known.
Also because a sphere deforms the field equal in all directions. The
shape for the measuring electrodes is chosen in this manner,
because in the literature I found that such a configuration gives low
measurement errors, even for strong inhomogeneous fields.
Another important reason was, seen the fact that the sensor must
be realizable, the problems for a mechanical construction. The
shape we have chosen was still makeable seen the complexity of
the sensor.

A lot of calculations and simulations concermng the electronics have
been made, which finally are used in our system. Unfortunately,
due to some unexpected chan ges in the electronics of our hybrid
circuits, we were not able to reach our goals completely. In this
chapter I will only give a brief description of the system, mainly in

16



a blockdiagram style. For more detailed information see the annex

and the logbook.

V.l The t.Q,tal syst&m.

In our case, we wanted to have a sensor which disturbed the field
as less as possible; this means a small size and electrically isolated

from the environment. That is why we have chosen for a connection

by fiber-optics. The supply is also by fiber-optics, so that it is not

necessary to change the batteries which otherwise could be placed

inside the sensor. This provides also the advantage that there is a

smaller risk that the sensor will be damaged.

I shall start with a brief block-diagram, and I shall build this one

out to the final diagram I have used. The first block-diagram can be
represented easily:

it consists of the sensor as a black box, the receiver with the supply,

and the connection by optical fibers.

3 axes-.-
sensor receIver

-......
supply

Figure V.l: Scheme for the total system

This gives us a total of 4 fibers: one for the supply to the sensor and

three for the signals, from the sensor to the receiver.

17



V.2 The sensor

Now I shall discuss the sensor in a more detailed way. We can
divide our sensor in five blocks: one block for each component, one
block for the light to electrical power conversion, and one block for
the voltage regulation.

x

z

y

Volt. reg.

Figure V.2: Scheme for the sensor

Because the three blocks for the corresponding components are
equal to each-other, I shall describe only one of them.

A block consists' of a linear integrator with a lower cut-off
frequency of about 5 Hz. This method was chosen because our
signals might grow out of bound, as a result of the induced current
being linear with the frequency.

Furthermore, there is a level-shift of the measured signal, in order
to let our PLL function in a better way. As already mentioned, there
is a PLL to convert our signal in pulses, and these will drive our

1 8



driver for the transmitter (LED). All the electronics are being
compensated for temperature-drift. This compensation is necessary,
because the center frequency of the sensor changes with the
temperature, and if this is not corrected, the readout will never be
correct.

level ..... PLL - driver
shift "

,

)~ ),
r - - - ~ -

I 'fTemp.
Iintegrator compo
I LED
I------------- -

r-------------------,
I I
I I
I I
I I
I
I
I
I
l

Figure V.3: Blockdiagram for the electronics used in the sensor for one

direction

The dashed box is representing the hybrid circuit. The two other
small boxes in our sensor are the optical to electrical converter and
the voltage-regulator. Further explanation concerning these last
subjects seems superfluous, as well as for the fibers which were
used.

Y,3 The receiver

Of course, the receiver IS the biggest part. Here we must reconvert
our pulses to our original signal, in such a way that we will have a
minimum loss of information.

19



First we have our optical to electrical converter. The pulses are

divided by two, in order to obtain a better signal. This gives the

signal which enters the PLL a duty cycle of 50 %, which is necessary

for the phase comparator we are using. Furthermore, there is again

a PLL which converts our block-signal back to the original signal.

Because of the higher-frequency components which are produced

by the PLL, we have to filter our signal. The filtration is done with a

simple lowpas filter, which gives us the signals we want. Connected

to the PLL there is also a system lock detector. This indicates if the

PLL is tracking the signal, or if there is no signal present. This
works reasonably well.

If that is done, the signal is corrected for both the influences of
temperature in the receiver and the sensor. Also here we have the

same problem as in the sensor. If there is no correction, the readout

will never be correct, or only for the temperature for which the

system IS calibrated.

At last, we come to the final stage of amplification and of course the

read-out. There are several amplification stages, so that even small
signals can be measured. The amplification can eventually be

controlled by a computer. For the moment this is not done.

20



...... lock- detect
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laser ~ driver

logic - ampli-
......

control
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,~ V

opt./ - volt. - read-

electro
,

regul. VII
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Figure V.4: Blockdiagram of the electronics used in the receiver

More details about these electronics are provided In the annex and

the logbook.

At the output of the three stages we have now our real time signals.

One of the goals was a readout of the real effective electric field.

Many instruments make a big mistake by summing the three

," -
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separate effective values. The value obtained in that manner differs
of course from the real value (See also Appendix 2)

A simple 2-dimensional example shows that there IS a considerable

difference between these calculations and the real effective value.

y

I E tot. eff.
I
I
I
E tot. real. eff.

---+---~--~'+--x

So what I did in order not to make the same mistake, was to add
the three signals in real time and take the TRMS ( True Root Mean
Square ) value of this signal.
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This gives:

-. X-
-.

2
Y

~

+-. -. -. X,.
~

.--
,~

-. z J,.

,~

1RMS +- -V

Figure V.6: Blockdiagram for the measurement of the real electric field

In this way one is always measuring correctly.
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There are two alternatives for the calibration of our sensor:

1. Create a real electric field with some sort of cage;
2. Simulate the induced current by injecting a well known

current.

The last alternative seems the most simple one, because it IS not

easy to create an 3-D electric field.

I calibrated the system by injecting a well known current. This IS

done on the basis of the following diagram.

2C
I
I

X
I
I r
I "----

I
Y

I
I

I
I

Z
I
I

2C

2C

2C

2C

2C

Vapp

Figure VI.l: Scheme for the calibration of the sensor
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The current which flows through each circuit IS equal to:

i = Vapp . C . ro

In this manner it is possible to visualize an eventual difference of

phase between the three signals. This difference due to the

electronics proved to be negligible small. Otherwise, it would have

been necessary to correct the signals for this kind of perturbation.

Afterwards it is always possible to verify our system with a real

electric field, because we have an already existing calibration-cage
to our disposal. The problem is that we can only create an electric
field in one dimension. The signal we measure should correspond to
the applied field and if the sensor is positioned parallel to the

electrodes of the cage, the other two signals should be zero.

The dimensions of the cage are chosen in such a way that the

electrical field is equal to the applied voltage divided by the

distance of the plates ( in the center of the cage ).
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from 21-06-1990 to 04-07-1990

The purpose of this visit was to get some more information about
the measuring system for the electric field, since the first electric
fieldmeter was built and developed at JPL. I am going to use their
information, so we thought that it might be useful to make a visit
there, in order to take advantage of the investigations and the
practical experiences they already had.

The subjects which we discussed can roughly be divided into three
parts, the electronics part, the fiber optics and transmission part,
and a general part. I will first start with the fiber optics part,
because this part is the most clear and more or less finished.

YIL.J Si2naLJransmjssion

For the transmission of the three signals we are going to use
transmitters of the type HFBR 1404 and receivers HFBR 2402, both

manufactured by Hewlett Packard. They turned out to be very
suitable for our purpose. Unfortunately you can only buy them in a
plastic package, so we have to dismantle the package. This can be
done with a small file or a dentist driller. There is only the problem
that they are very sensitive for static discharge, so you have to be
very careful. If you have the transmitter dismantled, you can glue a
fiber to the head of the transmitter, for example a 400 J.1m fiber. On

the other side you have your receiver with a SMA connector.
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Transmitter
SMA

---::::o-o~---p

Receiver
SMA

I

Figure VII.!: Scheme for the transmission of the signals

The losses in the connectors are so small that they do not affect the

overall transmission performance.

VII.2 Light to power conversion

For the light to power conversion we are using a Photovoltaic

Generator DI-16 V8 from Dionics Inc. This photodiodearray is

tested by illuminating the surface with a 50 mW pigtailed laser at a

distance of about 2 mm. The laser (fiber) was positioned in such a

way that the output power of the photodiode was maximum. We

achieved an output power of about 3.7 mW, with a supply of light

of about 30 mW. This means an efficiency of 12 %, which is very

good.
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The method how this photoarray has been tested is as follows:

10k 10 k

Figure VII.2: Scheme for the measurement of the optical- to electric power

conversion

The supply current of the laser was 320 rnA, glvmg with 0.38
mW/mA and a 25 % efficiency about 30.4 mW optical power. This is
giving a potential of 4.3 Y over each resistor, thus in total 8.6 Y.

The power delivered to the resistor is than:

p=y2/R=3.7 mW

This is much more than we actually need, because for all the
electronics we need about 1.1 mW of electrical power. So that
should not be a problem.

The second part which we investigated was of course the most
important part. the electronics for all our circuitry. This can also be
divided in several parts, the sensor, receiver, filter, amplifier and
laser power supply electronics.
I will describe all of these parts.
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YII.3 The sensor electronics

The electronics for the sensor will be at the end in the form of a
hybrid circuit, but we tested it with discrete components on a

breadboard. We simulated our actual probe with a function

generator and a coupling with two capacitors.

Electronics

2C+

2C

Figure VII.3: Scheme for the simulation of the sensor (one direction)

We found out that the sensor is able to follow the signal up to a

frequency of about 1 kHz, measured before the lowpas filter, but

unfortunately the receiver lost lock. So we tried to solve this
problem, but we were actually not able to. This is still a point of

research, although it is not necessary to go up to a frequency of 1

kHz for harmonics.

Furthermore we di scussed the method of temperature

compensation which is built in in the hybrid. This provides that the

system is measuring correct in a temperature range of -400 C to

+40 0 C, with a distortion of less then 1 %. See also Appendix.
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VII.4 The receiver

This is the most important part, because here our actual measured
signal has to be recovered as correctly as possible. It showed out
that this was working well till a certain frequency, after that the
signal was completely distorted. This was due to the wrong
dimensioning of the PLL (Phase Locked Loop) loop filter which was
used in the PLL to recover the signal. This has to be recalculated
and changed. Another point here is, that the signal at this stage is
still not smooth, there is still a ripple, so further filtering is
required.

After that we discussed the problems which could arise with the
calibration and the settling of the receiver. These are more or less
solved, but finally we have to do it ourselves.

VII.5 The filw:

As already mentioned, the signal from the receiver needed further
filtering. We have chosen for a 3 pole low pass filter, which consists
of a 2 pole state variable filter and a passive RC filter. This worked
well. It still is possible to put more of these filters in series, in order
to obtain a better signal if necessary. The problem you have right
then is that each filter gives you a phase distortion, and that is
something you do not want.

VII.6 The amplifier

The amplifier how it is built and designed is more fancy than we
need, so we are actually going to reduce some of the electronics.
This can be expanded afterwards if it turns out that everything is
working correctly. It is also that time is running short, and at the
end we want to have at least a working prototype.
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VII.7 Power supply for laser

Here we take an existing power supply, which we rebuild ourselves.
This supply has a slow start mechanism in order not to damage the
laser, which is quit sensitive for static discharge. So precaution has
to be taken.

VII.8 General discussions

Besides all the things mentioned above, we also discussed the
methods of calibration of the total system. First there is the
temperature calibration. This can be done with a small temperature
controllable chamber. This has to be done for both the sensor and
the receiver. See also Appendix.

Second there is the calibration for the electrical field. This can be
done with a calibration cage or by injecting a well known current in
the system. This current is linear with the measured electrical field.
See also Appendix.

We also discussed the problems which could arise with the phase
distortion of the signal. Because we are working here with 3
identical parallel systems, you can always have a difference in
phase when you transmit a signal. This distortion must not be too
big, otherwise it will also give you false information if you want to
compare the 3 measured signals. Also filters will make this problem
even worse. We will first try and find out how big these influences

. are, and if they are too big, we can solve these by building phase
compensators. It depends of course of the amount of time there is
left. If there is not enough time, we can always choose for a more
simple solution. We can buy a AID-acquisition card for a PC and do
all the filtering and delaying with this computer in order to
measure ou'" ~~-~'11S ~~"r,>~·l),

..l 0.1.&.0 ... .1.""'.... \o.rV..l "'""w ........
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Because of delays with the construction of the sensor, and due to
the fact that the receiver is not portable at this moment,. it was
unfortunately not possible to do measurements on the site, so
under real circumstances. This can be done in a following stage.

The measurements I have done right now are the following:

- I tested the three axes of the sensor by injecting a well
known current;

I tested the sensor by putting It In a one dimensional
calibration cage, which consists of two metal plates of each
2x2 m2 at a distance of 1 m. The field in the center of this
cage is supposed to be homogeneous.

The tests with the injection of the current gave the following results
(see for principle chapter VI):

With an input signal of 0.5 mV peak value:

In this way it was still possible to see with an oscilloscope the

output signal, with a lot of noise, but it was still measurable. With
frequency analysis it showed that the input frequency was far the
dominant one.

With an input signal of 180 mV peak value:

From this point on the signal starts to deform, it is not a real
sinewave any more, the lower part becomes more pointed, and the
upper part starts to be rounded of.
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This was working for all of the three axes very well. there is only
the problem that the signals at the output are strongly deformed by
noise, so it is not possible to have at the output the same signal as
of the input. Even for high input currents there is still a
deformation. An other possibility here is to filter the output signal
so that only the 50 Hz component will pass, but then you have the
restriction that frequency analyses will not be possible. I filtered
the output signal also with filter modules, with a cut off frequency
of 100 Hz, of the oscilloscope, and this gave already a satisfying
result.

The measurements in the calibration gage were not as good as with
the current injection. There is more noise on the signal, which
makes it more difficult to find back the input signal at the output,
because here there is a lot more noise at the output than real signal
information. Also here frequency analyses give some better results,
which means that the dominating frequencies are clearly visible.

With the measurements in the cage it was possible to go down to

fields of about 100 to 200 V1m effective value, even down to a
field of 40 V1m, but after this point the noise became as big as the
signal, and the information was lost, even with frequency analyses.
This is what I also calculated in theory.

About the symmetry of the sensor I can say the following:
I tested the sensor in a real field of 50 kV/m, and noticed that the
three components are measuring correctly. There was clearly one
component which was measuring the field, one component had a
mean value of practically zero, and the third one had only a small
value, but was not completely zero. This was maybe due to a metal
screw in the neighborhood of one of the two plates, and that the

field was maybe deformed in this direction, but the signal was still
much smaller than the head component.

.... -
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After only a few measurements we can say that, if we are not
looking to the shape of the signal, but only to the value which

corresponds to a certain electric field, that our sensor is functioning,
and that, hopefully, the outside measurements give some good
results. This is still a point which has to be verified. Also the
frequency response of the sensor has to checked with a real field.
For the current injection this is about 200 Hz.
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There are several elements which could be changed In the
electronics to have a better resolution and accuracy in the received
signals.

These elements are -starting with the sensor- the following:

- Other O.A. (Operational Amplifier) to increase the product
frequency * amplification, because this can also give a
limit in the frequency response (For example the CA-3420
or the OP-77)

- Other PLL because the CD 4046 micropower PLL is only
working correctly in the range of half the supply voltage
(50%) to about 80%, so a lot of the possibilities are thrown
away.
If we choose another PLL, we can use the supply-range
more efficiently.

- Change of the centerfrequency, because now the resolution
for small signals is not that good, because the minimum Ko
of the PLL is now 0.5 mV/Hz. If we increase the
centerfrequency, this will be much more sensitive, so
smaller signals can also be measured correctly. Another
consequence of this increase is the possibility to measure
higher frequencies so the frequency response will be less
limited.

- Verification of the deformations in a homogeneous field
due to the presence of the sensor with FLUX-3D
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- Change of the hybrid so the volume of the electronics inside

the sensor can be reduced by putting the three channels in
one hybrid.

Concerning the receiver, there is not much that has to be changed.

Possible changes are for example the use of a selectable notch filter,
so that only one frequency-component can be measured. Although
it is not really necessary, it might be useful for" the measurement of
small signals, because the sensitivity will be increased.
Furthermore, in the receiver we can more or less do what we want,
but we have to be careful not to cause phase deformations in the
higher frequency range.
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At the end of this diploma work I can conclude that not all the goals
have been reached. For example the frequency range. the
visualization of the signals and the minimum sensitivity of 1 V1m.
It showed out also that it was not easy to construct a sensor which
is capable to measure the field accurately. This may be a point
which has to be investigated in a more detailed way, for example
another shape or measuring principle.

In connection with the real measurements on the site. we can not
draw any conclusion, because these were not done, due to the
delays in the construction of our sensor. Right now we can not
conclude that our system is working in a perfect way. It seems that
it measures the correct values of the field. but only in a digital
form. not in a analyzable signal form. To be sure that our system is
working really well. more tests and measurements have to be
made. Also the frequency response has to be verified for the real
electric field. In the calibration phase. it was about 200 Hz for the
maximum frequency, so we expect that it will also be the fact for a
real electric field.

Furthermore we can conclude that the supply system with the
optical to electric power converter and the laser is working good. I
do not have any indications that this is giving a bad result in our
measurements. It is maybe better to take a laser which is a little bit
more powerful. but for now the one I am using works well. The
transmission of the signals over longer distances with several
passive connectors gives also a good result. All the measurements
are made with 50 m long fiber optic cables. and one connection
point, but the ~ignals are perfectly transmitted. This yields also for
the transmission of the optical power.
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Seen the fact that I have been working in an environment which
was completely new for me and with some language problems in
the beginning, and also that several items in this project are not
directly related to the department of electricity, I can say for

myself that, although not all the goals are reached, this was a very
satisfying diploma work.
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Appendix 1: Current induced on surface of sensor.

The current which is induced on the surface of the sensor can be

calculated as follows:

Figure Ap.l.l: Schematic presentation for the calculation of the induced

current

First I calculate the charge on the surface In a static field:

Q =f5· dS

dS = 21ty ds

ds =r d<j>

y = r sin <j>

D = 3£0£0 cos <j>
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Charge between the marked surface In a homogeneous field:

3
8 1t

Q = I 27tr2 sin<l> 3EOEo cos <l> d<l>
1
4 1t

Because the electric field is alternating we write for Eo:

/\
Eo = E sin ( rot + 8 )

So Q becomes:

3 _~ /\ .
Q = 4 'J 2 7tr2 Eo E sm ( rot + 8 )

For the current we can write:

1

1

~= dt

= ~ 'J2 ro7tr2 Eo €cos ( rot + 8 )

So for ro = 27tf = 1007t rad/s

EO = 8.9 . 10-12 F/m

r = 25 . 10-3 m
1\
E = 100 kV/m

This gives a peak current of about 5.8 . 10-7 A.
1\

(For E = 5 V1m about 2.9 . 10- 11 A)
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Appendix 2: Calculations for electronics in sensor in
the measuring mo<k

Calculations for integrator of sensor, the induced current is modeled
as a current source.

z

+
Vout

z z
R

Figure Ap.6.1: Scheme for the integrator in the measuring mode

1) V+=V-

2) i = f cos ( rot + cj> ) = Re ( l' e j ( cot + ~ »)
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3)

4)

5)

6)

R
jc£

z=- 1
R +:-=

JClk.

1\
V+ =- i·Z =- Re (i e j (oot + 41» . Z

Vout - V-=- i . Z

Vout = i . Z + V- = 2 Re ( t e j (oot + 41» . Z

With 3) you find:

I Z 1= R
"1 + 0)2R2C2

arg Z =- arctan ( -O)RC )

So you find for: 0) =- 2ltf =- 100lt rad/s

C = 4700 pF

I z I = 6.7.105

arg Z =- -840

.This means for Vout:

t:-
Vout = 1.4.106 1 cos ( rot + cI> - 840 )

R =- 6.8'106 n

1\
Top of Vout maximal 1 Volt, due to PLL (see Annex) so i maximal:

t:-
Imax =- 7.1 . 10-7 A
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Although the veo is a linear with the input signal, even for very
small signals, I asume that the top of Vout must be minimal 0.5 mY,
because the Ko of the PLL is equal to 2000 HzNolt, which means a

minimal dltterence 01 1 Hz/U.:> mY ou, tnl~ IS not what you neeo
minimal to convert your signal in frequency pulses, but what you
need to have a good resolution.

So a minimum for Vout of 0.5 mV gives:
1\
i min = 3.6.10- 10 A

These currents result in an electric field of respectively:
1\

(i = 5.8 . 10-11 . E . cos ( rot + 8), for this equation see Appendix I)

1\
i max =7.1.10-7 A

1\
i min = 3.6.10- 10 A

1\
E = 122 kV/m

1\
E = 62 VIm

So Eeffmax = 86 kV/m and Eeffmin = 44 Vim
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Appendix 3: Calculations for electronics from
sensor in calibration mod"g",

In the calibration mode we have for our integrator 10 the sensor the

following equivalent scheme:

z
i1

Figure Ap.5.1: Scheme for integrator in the calibration mode

The integrator 10 the calibration mode:

RZ = ----
I + jeoRC 2

VI - V2 =V =1 sin ( rot + </l )
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Equations:

1 )
Vout - V-

Z =I}

4)
-V+

Z =14

5) V+=V-

"6 ) VI - V2 = V sin ( oot + <p )

7) gives:

Vout - V-
Z + ( VI - V- ) . jooC} = 0 or:

8) gives:

-V+
( V2 - V+ ) . jooC 1 + Z = 0 or:
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V+ = V2iroC1z
l+jroC 1Z

5) give.,.

Vout + V droC 1Z
=

1 + jroC 1Z

. C R
= Jro l' 1 . C R+Jro 2

I Z * 1= roRCl
...J 1 + ro 2R2C 22

arg Z* = arctan (~cJ

So if:

Then:

ro = 21t· 50 rad/s

C 2 = 4700.10- 12 F

arg Z* =5.70

1 Z * 1 = 10.8

R = 6.8.106 n
C 1 = 51 . 10-9 F

So 1 Vout 1= 1 Z* I· '0, and 1 Vout 1 maximal 1 Volt, gives a limit
1\

for V of 92 mY.
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Appendix 4: Calibratini: the sensor

Scheme for calibrating the sensor:

Veff

2C

son

2C

Figure ApA.l: Scheme for the calibration of the sensor

In this situation the current is equal to (2C = 51 nF):

. C " "leff = Veff· CJ) and also i =V . 0'£

So for a field of t. == 100 kV1m we have:

"5.8 . 10-7 = V· wC

This gives a 'C of 72 mV.
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1\
And for a field of E = 5 V1m we have:

2.9 . 10- 11 = ~ . roC

This gives a ~ of 3.6 IlV.

I calculated that the value of the maximal peak to peak voltage was
182 mY. This corresponds to a field of:

r=~ . roC = 7.4 . 10-7 A, So ~ maximal is equal to 128 kV1m.
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Appendix 5: Calculation of real effective field.

Suppose we have the following two electric fields:

- "Ex = Ex sin ( rot + cI> ) ex

By = €y sin ( rot + 0 ) ey

" " "and Ex = Ey = E

t=O

21t
ro = 21tf =T

t=T/4 t=T/2

t = 3T/4 t=T

Figure Ap. 5.1: Field as a function of time
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~he mistake which is made is that some·· manufacturers

field meters think that the following equation is valid:

~ot.eff. = E xeff. + E yeff.

This is not the case, which will be proved below.

of electric

E xeff. =

=

1 T 1\2

sin 2 ( rot + cI> ) dt- J ExT 0

1 T 1\2
(

1 1
( 2wt + 2e1> ) ) dt- J Ex - - cos

T 0 2 2

Eyeff. =
1 T 1\2

sin 2 ( wt + B ) dt- J E yT 0

1 T 1 1
= - J f? ( - - cos ( 200t + 2B ) ) dt

T o y 2 2

1 _r;:; 1\

= 2 '/2 Ey

And so Etot.eff. = E xeff. + E yeff. = -fi E

But for the total real effective field we have:

E -toLreal.eff. -

= ~ I< Ex sin < cot + <I> ) + Ey sin < cot + 5 ) )2 dt
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(Steps In between see below)

=

1
suppose that B = <I> + 2 1t

(Steps in between)

( Ex sin ( rot + <I> ) + Ey sin ( rot + B ) )2

=~ sin2 ( rot + <I> ) + 2ExEy sin ( rot + <I> ) sin ( rot + B ) +~ sin2 ( rot + B )

2 1 1 2 1 1=~ (2 - 2 cos ( 2rot + 2<1> ) ) + E; ( 2 - 2 cos ( 2rot + 2B ) +

ExEy ( cos ( rot + <I> - rot - B ) - cos ( rot + <I> + ro1 + B ) )
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Appendix 6: Example of calculil1ion for induced
current in a homo2'eneous fielfL

Ii =e
r

Figure Ap.2.1: Scheme for calculation of induced current

in a homogeneous field

Without sphere we have:

E= -Eo' ez

<p =Eo . z =Eo . r . cos a + c

With sphere we have:

'I' ='1'0 + 'l'induced =Eo . ( r + ~ )- cos a + c

For the factor k we find, if we consider that the potential must be
constant at the surface of the sphere, the following:

<p( r = a ) = constant = c = Eo . ( a + :2 ). cos a + c

This gives for k: k = -a3

With this we find:

'1'( r,a ) =Eo . ( r - ar~ )- COS"
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-a<p( r,a ) (
E r ( r,a ) ar = -Eo· 1

E r ( a,a ) = -3Eo . cos a

a 3 J+ 2 . ~ . cos a

p( a ) =Div °=(O2 - 0 1 ) . Ii =er • ( O2 - Dl ) =er • E . £2 =E . Er( a,a )

= -3E . Eo . cos a
1t

Now we can calculate the charge on the half sphere 2 ~ a ~ 0 :

1t

2
QH = Jp( a ) dA = f p( a ) . 21ta2 . sin a da

H 0
1t

2
= 21ta2 • f -3E . Eo . cos a . sin a da

o
1t

2

= -31ta2 . EO . Eo· f sin 2a da
o

1t

-cos 2a 1
2

= -31ta2 • EO . Eo . 2

o

With Eo = -fi . Eo . cos rot

This gives for QH:

QH( t ) = -31ta2 . Eo . -fi . cos rot

And so we find for the current between the two half spheres:

i( t ) =QH( t ) =31ta2' . Eo . ro . ...J"2 . sin ro t
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Appendix 7; Example of calculation for the induced
current in the fiel!J or a point char2e,

n=e r

-
Eo

Q

d
ez

Figure Ap.3.1: Scheme for the calculation of the induced current

in the field of a point charge Q

Field from a point charge at distance d:

For the potential we can find here:

'P( r,a) =~. [ ~r2 + d
2

_ 1
2rd cos a.

a

~d2r2 + a 4 - 2rda 2 . cos a.
+ -!.- ]dr

E r( r a. ) = _a<p = _~. [ _ L .
, ar 4 XEo 2 ~r 2
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2r - 2d . cos a.

+ d 2 - 2rd . cos a.
3



a ( 2 d 2r - 2 d a 2 . cos a ) a]
_I 3 - dr 2

-2·'J d 2r 2 + a 4 - 2rda 2 . cos a

---.!L [ a - d . cos aE ( a,a ) =- .
r 41t£0 _I 3

'J a 2 + d 2 - 2 ad . cos a

a( d 2a - 2da 2 . cos a ) 1]

+ ~d2a2 + a4 _ 2da3 . cos a 3 da

1
da

a 2 d ( d - a . cos a )

~a2 ( d 2 + a 2 - 2da . cos a )
3

1
da

d 2

a

a - d . cos a ]
+ ----;::::=============================--=-

"-/a 2 + d 2 - 2ad cos a 3

d . cos a - ( a - d . cos a )

~a2 + d 2 - 2ad . cos a 3

Q [L=4a1t£0· d-
d 2 - a 2

~a2 + d 2 - 2ad . cos

p( a ) - -.JL [L- 4a1t . d - ~
a 2 +

d 2 - a2

d 2 - 2ad . cos
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7t

2
QH = I p( a ) dA = I p( a ) . 27ta2 . sin a da

H 0

-.!L 2
= 27ta2 . . I

4ax 0 [~
d 2 - a 2

-Va 2 + d 2 - 2ad . cos
a 3 ] sin a da

Substitute x = cos a

_~. Jl [L
- 2 do

d
2

- a
2

]~3dx
...Ja 2 + d 2 - 2adx

=~2a.[xd _ d
2

- a
2 III

da . ...j a 2 + d 2 - 2adx J 0

=R~·[ 8 - ( d2
• 8

2
) • (d ~ 8

jL [ d 2 - a 2
]=2d' a-(d+a)+

~d 2 + a 2

Q[ 1-'U
=2'

"1 + 'U

Q [ 'U_ 3u 2 5~ ]
= 2' (1 - u ) . ( 1 - 2 + 8 - 16 + ) - 1

,'i
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= ~. [ -
3u 7u 2
-+-
2 8 1 \ ~3 + ] I _~

\) - d2

=_3f· (~~).[ , - ,72a;2 + ~~~: + ]

The current we can find by differentiating this equation:
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Appendix 8: Schematic drawin~ of the sensor.

z

reference
area
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